Tash Jopson

Women's Rep!!

About Me!!

Hi everyone, I'm Tash (she/her)! When I'm not struggling through my law degree, I am out with friends, editing for The Isis or listening to Taylor Swift!

I love the Anne's community and want to add to the college's welcoming and inclusive atmosphere! I have a few ideas I'd like to develop to support female-identifying students...

Experience and Skills

- Approachable: Worked in leadership positions with a team and volunteered for local schools and programmes
- Compassionate: Charity House Representative where I took an empathetic approach to organising events to raise money for a range of causes
- Enthusiastic: member of FemSoc and Blend (inclusion and diversity) at school

Why I want to be Women's Rep

I would love to be Women's Rep as I am passionate in bettering the position of women, both generally and within the St Anne's community. I want to ensure that every female-identifying student feels safe and that help is readily available for them. We are continually facing challenges and I want to address these injustices in any and every way possible. Starting with our own community would be taking a step in the right direction.

Aims and Objectives!

- To continue the sanitary product scheme and ensure that there is always availability!
- To have interactive events aimed at female-identifying Stanners, both drinking and non-drinking
- To have galentines, picnics and painting and wine nights!
- To work with other reps to promote inclusivity and a safe environment
- To represent women in JCR meetings and raise any relevant issues
- To ensure that everyone is aware of the help and support available
- To assist the new intake of students in October!